21 September 2015
To Whom It May Concern:
Re:

Letter of Recommendation for Adams Electric Company
Caesarstone Technologies USA Manufacturing Facility

I would like to express our sincere appreciation for Adams Electric Company and the key role they
played in the success of the Caesarstone Technologies USA Manufacturing Facility project. In
Omega Construction’s role as design-builder, one of our most critical duties was to assemble a team
of design-build subcontractors that could meet the varied demands of this project, which included
working with an international Owner having no US construction experience, adapting the Owner’s
design criteria to US standards, extensive coordination with foreign equipment suppliers, and an
aggressive design and construction schedule. For the electrical scope, this was particularly
challenging as the Owner’s process and equipment design was being finalized well into the
construction period for the project.
Omega Construction chose Adam Electric Company as our electrical design-build partner because
we knew from our years of working with Adams that they had the technical skill, manpower, and
wealth of industrial design-build experience necessary to successfully meet the demands of this
project. Once on our team, Adams dug into the details and helped us and the Owner organize the
electrical scope such that critical long-lead time equipment orders could be placed in time. They
travelled with us to Caesarstone’s existing plants in Israel to study their existing electrical systems,
and this proved to be a critical step in understanding the requirements for the new plant’s electrical
system and how we could adapt their existing designs to US codes and standards. Adams
developed close working relationships with Caesarstone’s engineers and equipment suppliers,
which was invaluable to us in promoting good flow of communication with all the project
participants across several cultures and time zones.
Adams’ field personnel were knowledgeable, flexible and extremely dedicated in getting the
construction work accomplished in the field. The project schedule and construction sequence
required extensive weekend and off-shift work in order to both meet the time frames needed, and
coordinate access that all the subcontractors and equipment installers needed to accomplish their
work. Adams Electric was always willing to do whatever was required in order to meet the overall
project objectives, and Omega Construction greatly appreciates their cooperation and team-oriented
approach.
In summary, Adams Electric Company’s performance on this project was outstanding, and we
could not have successfully met the project’s objectives without their dedication and hard work.
They are a valuable part of our team, and we look forward to continuing our relationship on many
future projects.
Sincerely,
Omega Construction, Inc.

Kevin B. Hennings, PE
Vice-President

